
With its statewide network  

of contacts, SCOE can  

attract candidates of  

the highest caliber to fill 

local administrator 

positions

Will your district need to recruit  

one or more high-caliber 

administrators in the next 

five years as current staff retire?
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Santa Rosa, CA 95403-8246

www.scoe.org

We are committed 

to helping school 

districts secure  

the leadership that  

will ensure their  

students’ success
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Recruiting 
Services

For information, contact:
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(707) 524-2729  n  mjuric@scoe.org
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he Sonoma County Office of 
Education offers a comprehensive 
administrator recruiting service  
for districts seeking principals 
and school boards needing to fill 
superintendent vacancies. 

We work collaboratively with 
contracting districts throughout  
the recruitment and hiring process  
to ensure that local needs are met  
and all stakeholders have input in  
the process. Our service includes:

n Gathering of community input
n Advertising 
n Application processing
n Interview scheduling
n Reference checking

If selected candidates are new to  
their administrative roles, SCOE can 
provide a mentor to ease the transition 
into new management positions. 
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One of the key decisions a school board 
makes is hiring the right superintendent to 
lead its school community. SCOE supports 
school boards in this process by facilitating a 
comprehensive and inclusive superintendent 
search. While the school board provides 
direction for the search, SCOE lends its 
expertise by:

n Working in partnership with the board  
to develop a work plan

n Involving stakeholders in the process of 
determining what they value in a leader

n Developing a clear, district-specific 
leadership profile to inform the search

n Designing an attractive and informative 
recruitment brochure

n Facilitating the paper screening, interview, 
evaluation, and selection process 

n Identifying finalists in collaboration  
with the board

n Conducting thorough reference checks

n Providing a “mentor” to assist the new  
superintendent 

n Providing a facilitator to work with the 
school board to establish performance goals 
and objectives for the new superintendent

Our personalized service results in an extensive, 
effective search for a fraction of a private 

search firm’s cost—and we have a proven track 
record of success. Over the last three years, 
SCOE’s superintendent searches have produced 
outstanding leaders who are continuing to 
support student success in Sonoma County.

Principal  
Recruiting

Has your district considered which admini-
strative positions will become vacant during  
the next five years through likely retirements? 

A large percentage of today’s administrators 
will retire in the next five years and districts  
will need to fill those vacancies. At the same 
time, the pool of qualified principal candidates 
is getting smaller—which means that 
recruitment must be more rigorous. 

SCOE is uniquely positioned to assist with 
these transitions of leadership and can support 
districts that want to broaden their principal 
recruitment efforts. Working in partnership 
with a contracting district, we draw on the 
expertise of our professional human resources 
staff and the many connections SCOE has, 
locally and across the state, to identify the  
most qualified candidates. 

The resources we apply to a principal search 
are far-reaching, extending far beyond what 
most small or mid-sized districts have at their 
disposal. We use our contacts and networks 
to find top candidates, then handle all the 

Superintendent 
Searches

mechanics and paperwork, easing the impact 
this process has on district staff. 

SCOE is also committed to helping districts 
“grow their own” new principals. Working in 
collaboration with local school administrators, 
our Educational Support Services department 
designed an Aspiring Administrators Academy, 
which has been in place since 2008-09. Our 
plan is to continue to expand this program as a 
training ground for teacher-leaders interested 
in becoming administrators, providing another 
avenue for ensuring top-quality leadership for 
Sonoma County schools. 
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SCOE is acutely aware of what it takes to be a successful school administrator

Assets SCOE brings to the 
administrator search process

n A statewide network of contacts

n Extensive knowledge of the local 
education community

n Access to a full-service human 
resources staff 

n In-house graphic and printing 
services 

n Connections with education 
job listing services that provide 
maximum recruitment exposure


